Major syntactic boundaries are often accompanied by a rise in the phrase component of the fundamental frequency (Fo)
INTRODUCTION
We developed a method to detect phrase boundaries by compressing the accent component of the FO contour, using a low-pass filter. In this process, the derivative of the filtered FO contour is used to detect phrase boundaries.
There is, however, a mismatch between temporal events detected using information contained in the filtered Fo contour and the corresponding phrase boundaries in the speech waveform due to the physical phrasing mechanism and the filtering process. (This issue has not been considered in a similar attempt by Strom [2].)
The mismatch caused by the phrasing mechanism can be compensated, to an acceptable degree, by means of a constant bias level. As to the mismatch caused by the filtering process, we showed that the relation between the derivative peak corresponding to a phrase boundary and the time lag of a temporal event (to be explained in more detail later) with respect to the boundary is approximately linear, making it possible to derive a linear function relating those events and the actual boundaries. The function is used in the last stage of the present method to detect phrase boundaries. Experiments were redzed using the method, which proved to be valid for detecting phrase boundaries with errors of up to 1 mora.
DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD
The method consists basically of the following steps: preprocessing, event detection and boundary detection.
The pre-processing consists of filtering the FO contour Using a simple low-pass filter and calculating the derivative of the filtered curve. The second step, event detection, consists of detecting temporal events that denote the occurrence of a phrase boundary. The last step, i.e., boundary detection, consists of calculating the position of the phrase boundary b d on the detected event and the corresponding derivative peak.
Pre-Processing
First, the following pn-processing was realized on the speech material: In order to satisfactorily eliminate the accent component of the FO contour, the cut-off frequency should be on the order of 1 to 2 Hz, as in [2]. However, if the cut-off frequency were set within this range, the phrase component would also be greatly affected by the filtering process, making the process of phrase boundary detection more difficult. Here, we opted to select a higher cut-off frequency, leaving vestiges of accent components on the FO contour. The characteristics of the filter utilized in the experiments are shown in Table 1 . 
Event Detection
After the pre-processing, the next step is to detect the events in the derivative of the filtered FO contour that denote the occurrence of a phrase command. In principle, the derivative of an FO contour with no accent component would be a constantly negative curve, becoming positive only at the verge of a new phrase command. Therefore, some of the events that could be used as indicators of new phrase components in the FC contour are;
1. Negative-to-positive transitions of the derivative (zero-2. Another threshold involving the value of the derivative curve; 3. A threshold involving the average of the derivative over a moving window instead of the instantaneous value.
crossings) ;
In order to find the most suitable event for the purpose of our method, we performed experiments using model-generated FO contours containing an inner phrase boundary (from now on, we will refer to a phrase boundary not located at the beginning of the sentence as an inner phrase boundary), varying the magnitude of the phrase command and the amplitude of the subsequent accent command.
We generated FO contours for the following utterance: For each case, events (I), (2) and (3) were detected and plotted against the derivative peak corresponding to the boundary in question. The value of the derivative peak is searched within the interval beginning 200 ms before the event, ending 400 ms after. From the results, it was noted that event (3) is the most suitable to detect the position of the phrase command, since the relation between event (3) and the derivative peak was almost linear within the observed range of variation of the magnitudes of the phrase command. Moreover, the variation of the derivative peak due to the variation of the amplitude of the accent command, when plotted against In this method, therefore, phrase boundaries are determined using event (3) (when the average of the derivative of the fYtered FO contour over a moving window exceeds a threshold) and the derivative peak at the boundaqy in question.
Using the average over a moving window instead of the instantaaeous value seems logical in the present method. Since accent components are not eliminated completely, local rises corresponding to onsets of accent commands can result in negative-to-positive transitions of the derivative curve even when no phrase command is present. By using an averaging process, though, the algorithm becomes sensitive ody to significant rises of the FO contour. The sensitivity of the search process can be controlled by the width of the moving window: a narrow window results in a highly sensitive algorithm, and a wide window makes the trigger occur only at long and substantial rises of the derivative. Here, after realizing the filtering and derivation proon a set of 25 FO contours (the same FO contours will be later utilized in evaluation experiments), and based on various observed values of widths of derivative peaks, we adopted a window width of 300 ms.
As to the threshold, a phrase boundary is detected whenever the mean value of the derivative peak in the window exceeds ~X~O -~S " .
Once the event is detected, the relation between the instant of occurrence of the event (EVENT TIME, from now on) and the actual position of the phrase boundary should be investigated.
From Figure 2 , we derived a linear relationship between EVENT TIME and DERIVATIVE PEAK, allowing us to find the deviation of EVENT TIME from the actual phrase where B represents BOUNDARY, ET is EVENT TIME and D P is DERIVATIVE PEAK.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A set of experiments were realized using Fo contours extracted from the ATR Continuous Speech Database [4].
We selected 25 continuous speech samples, extracted their FQ contours and determined the phrase commands of their underlying models using the AbS analysis [l] . Here, we did not deal with phrase boundaries occurring after pauses longer than 500 ms (respiratory pauses), which can be more easily detected using the temporal information of the pause.
Next, we applied the proposed method of automatic detection of phrase boundaries to the same set of FO contours in order to compare the results. The results of the experiments are summarized in Table 2 . In the next set of experiments, we evaluated the method as to the deviation of the detected boundaries with respect to the actual boundaries in the speech waveform. We s e lected, among the phrase boundaries used in the previous experiments, 40 phrase boundaries that actually correspond to major syntactic boundaries, and determined the deviation of the detected boundaries with respect to their correct positions, in terms of number of morae. The results are described in Table 3 . 
CONSIDERATIONS
Other methods exist to detect boundaries using the FO contour [6], apparently with smaller insertion rates. However, those methods do not make any differentiation between phrase boundaries and non-phrasal boundaries (bounMes that are not associated with phrase commands), and thus their insertion rates do not reflect the same quantities treated in this work. Here, the number of fake alarms represented by the insertion rate includes aU the non-phrasal boundaries (due to accent commands) that are wrongly regarded as phrase boundaries.
In the present method, the experiments showed that eliminating insertions is an important issue that remains to be solved. (In the example shown in Figure 3 , for instance, there is an insertion at 1.63 sec.) It was also noted that most of the insertions occurred when two phrase boundaries were detected close to each other (within an interval of less than 1.0 sec.)
The main reason for the insertion errors is the fact that the accent components are not completely compressed by the low-pass filter (Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 7 Hz for the current experiment). Lowering the cut-off frequency would reduce insertion errors, but with the serious expense of lowering the detection rate. In order to deal with this problem, it is possible to use the "partial analysis-bysynthesis" method, formerly developed by the authors [7l, by setting various recognition hypotheses with and without a phrase command. The candidate yielding the smallest AbS error could be assigned a higher probability due to its prosodic features.
CONCLUSION
The method of phrase boundary detection developed here, based on low-pass filtering of FO contours, proved valid to determine visually detectable phrase boundaries, with the detection rate of around 77%. The insertion rate can be further decreased by using the partial AbS method.
The method can be used in combination with an existent algorithm that automatically detects accent boundaries from the FO contour, based on information obtained from its derivative, contributing to a possible solution to the inverse problem of finding the FO model parameters from the FO contour.
